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Advertiser’s announcement

Thousands of the world’s most respected organisations implement lean thinking. Applying the concept to gyms
would prevent waste and enhance value, says Rory McGown, founder of GYMetrix

Think lean to banish waste
and enhance value ...
GYMetrix is focusing on the
equipment that customers value,
and this is done in a number of ways.
Firstly by analysing the total time
customers spend using each piece of
equipment.
Time using equipment is a proxy for
the value the equipment is adding to
customers. If they do not use it they
do not value it. GYMetrix also asks
customers what is their favourite
three equipment types are to support
the data from the sensors.

Rory McGown
LEAN is not a cost-cutting exercise,
but a way of looking at the value a
business delivers for its customers.
A lean organisation understands
what its customers’ value and focuses
its key processes to continuously
increase it, whilst at the same time
removing waste.
Identifying value
Lean Thinking is all about focusing
on customer Value.

Map the value stream
The value stream in Lean Thinking
is looking at all of the different steps
in the customers journey that are
adding value. This is done in order.
So start with the journey to the gym,
does the location add value because it
is conveniently located, then getting
parked, going through reception,
getting changed, are there lockers
available?
On the gym floor the value stream is
moving from one piece of equipment
to the next. Once the workout is
finished when leaving the gym floor
can the customer get a shower and
after their work outs do they feel
good, have they achieved their goals,
lost weight etc This is the value

stream for gym customers.

Create flow
Lean thinking wants the customers
to be able to ‘Flow’ through all the
steps in their value stream. As soon
as a customer cannot ‘Flow’ they stop
gaining ‘value’ and can get frustrated.
GYMetrix is interested with the ‘flow’
on the gym floor, and as soon as
customer cannot use the next piece
of equipment they want to use, they
cannot get value from the gym and
frustration builds.
GYMetrix analyses where customers
on a gym floor cannot flow easily
because there is not enough
equipment and other customers
are constantly using it. This is done
looking at where the Availability is
very low and utilising equipment
Heatmaps but also focusing from
the surveys where customers say the
favourite equipment ‘Is usually busy
and it bothers them.’
Establish customer pull
The fitness industry uses a push,
rather than a pull model. Currently,
it is suppliers and/or operators who
decide what equipment goes into a
gym, not their customers.
To be lean, operators must

The five steps of the lean cycle

understand what equipment their
customers’ value and enable them to
‘pull’ that kit into the gym.
The problem with a push model is
customers get equipment they don’t
value, which is waste in the business
and not ‘Lean’.
In fact, in the vast majority of
GYMetrix projects, operators could
provide more value to customers with
less equipment, if they focused more
on just giving the customer what they
value and stopped giving them the
equipment they don’t use and don’t
value.

Seeking perfection
By going lean, gyms could generate
huge increases in value for their
customers by enabling them to pull
in equipment and services they
value, while removing equipment
bottlenecks that stop them flowing
through their value stream.
At the same time operators could
increase profits by reducing their
spend on equipment and services
that add little or no value to their
customers.
By thinking lean, gym owners and
operators can enhance the value for
their customers and prevent waste to
benefit their bottom line overall.

1. Specify value from the customer’s view.
2. Identify all the steps in the value stream, eliminating, whenever possible, anything that does not create value.
3. Eliminate anything that will stop the customer being able to easily flow through their value stream.
4. Enable customers to ‘pull’ value from the system, preventing a waste of resources that customers choose not
to pull.
5. Begin the process again and continue it until a state of perfection is reached in which perfect value is created
with no waste.

